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Methods

● Interviews: semi-structured
Use the indicators for each variable
Process the results for use in analysis

● Rapid appraisal forest cover assessment
Analyze each agrarian nuclei for the 

periods from 2006-2010 and 2010-2015
● Bayesian causal models or belief networks
● Model the critical list using the real world data collected 

in interviews
● Sensitivity analysis to model alternative scenarios



The study area:

Indigenous communities:
Carpinteros
San Francisco Curungueo

Ejidos:
San Juan Zitácuaro
Nicolás Romero



The critical list of variables for sustaining the 
commons

● Ostrom’s (1990) design principles

● Wade (1994)

● Baland and Plateau (1996)

● Agrawal (2003)



Rapid forest cover change method
• Created the maps using satellite imaging from Google Earth Pro and 

ArcGIS with the gracious aid of J.A. Navarrete
• Visual representations of the agrarian nuclei in the study were 

generated (next slides) 
• Matrices on forest cover change from 2006-2015 and general 

trends— 1-2, 2-3, 1-3, 2-1, 3-1, 3-2
• 2006 was chosen for two reasons: availability of images and due to 

the large-scale initiative to stop illegal logging in 2007 so as to give a 
prior point of reference as compared to 2010 when it was claimed to 
have been halted (Vidal et al. 2014) and the research year, 2015.



Forest cover increases, non-forest 
remains consistent and degraded 
forest declines. 



Forest cover by class 2006, 2010, 2015

Forest cover rises slightly, non-
forest slightly increases and 
degraded forest increases 



Forest cover increases, non-forest 
slightly decreases and then plateaus 
and degraded forest decreases. 



Forest cover increases, non-forest 
decreases and degraded forest decreases.  



Bayesian causal networks:
● Exploratory/ diagnostic/predictive tool

● Easily integrates both qualitative and quantitative 
data

● Prior knowledge (prior probability)
● Gather data
● Combine  knowledge with data in a model
● Results are called a posterior
● Easily modified with new information



Reverend Thomas Bayes (1702-1761)
Law of probability
For any two events, A and B
P(BIA) = P(A|B) x P(B)

P(A)
Where: 
P(B|A) is the conditional probability of event B given event A
P(A|B) is the conditional probability of A given B
P(B) is the prior probability of B (not dependent on A)
P(A) is the prior probability of A (not dependent on B)



Examples of BCN

Ideal scenario
(and actual)

Undesired scenario



Exploring different scenarios

Each variable is set to 0 or 100 for
the Sensitivity analysis to determined
how the model is affected





Results

● Small size and Well defined boundaries

● PSE/IGM (Cu)

● Fairness/Dependence

● REU/Accountability-- ALCA (Ca)

● LCET/NLAPEG



Conclusions

● Success is more informative
● Compliance or not?
● Goal achievement
● Agrawal 2003, Baggio et. al 2016 and 

Barnet et al. 2016
● Durability and monitoring
● Useful dialogue and direction for 

strategizing
● Descriptive, diagnostic and predictive



Any Questions?
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